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1.0 Introduction 
Unregulated flow values in the Upper Deschutes basin have been developed by Reclamation 
for a number of studies in recent years.  Unregulated flows are the basis for any water 
resources modeling study because they describe the flow in the system without any influence 
from regulation activities such as reservoir operation, diversion from the river, or return flow 
from irrigation activities.  The intent of developing unregulated flows is to estimate the 
natural inflows to the system using measured data from the regulated system. 

1.1 Unregulated versus Regulated Flows 
Measured flow in a stream that contains reservoirs or diversions is called regulated flow.  
Regulated flow reflects the natural streamflow after it has been altered by impoundment in a 
reservoir or has had water removed by diversion.  In many western water systems, gaged flow 
is regulated flow. 

In river systems where it cannot be measured directly, unregulated flows are calculated from 
measured regulated flows.  These calculations attempt to describe the flow in a system that 
would occur naturally without regulation activities.  Unregulated flows can be calculated 
using methodologies that account for various measured parts of the regulated impact on the 
natural hydrologic system, but the methodologies may not be comprehensive.  For example, 
in some basins return flows from irrigation are not accounted for in the unregulated flows 
calculation.   

In the Deschutes basin, unregulated flows are sometimes termed naturalized flows because 
they are calculated in a way that accounts for all regulated activity in the basin that can be 
measured or calculated.  Therefore, they are the closest representation of natural flows that 
can be calculated from measured data. 

1.2 Goals of Memorandum 
This technical memorandum describes the methods used to calculate unregulated flows in the 
Deschutes basin.  It also describes the characteristics of the unregulated flows and provides a 
discussion of various data summaries. 

2.0 Unregulated Flows Methodology 

Unregulated flows are calculated from measured data using variations on mass balance 
equations that assume that water can neither be created nor destroyed in a system.  To begin, 
the system is broken up into reaches that have enough measured data to account for the water 
entering or leaving the reach.  Reach gains and losses are then calculated using the 
generalized equations below.  The gains are a representation of flows into the reach and can 
include springs, tributaries, overland flow, and groundwater returns.  The losses are a 
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representation of flows out of the reach from groundwater seepage, evaporation, or any 
unmeasured diversion. 

Figure 1 shows a diagram of possible gains and losses within a reach between two gages.  If 
one were to take the difference between the flow in the upstream gage and the flow in the 
downstream gage, the calculated flow would be the sum of the gains and losses within a 
reach.  The gains would be the combination of all of the overland flows, tributary inflows, 
groundwater inflows, springs, and other gains, and the losses would be the combination of all 
of the diversions, groundwater losses, evaporation, and other losses. 

 
Figure 1: Diagram illustrating possible gains and losses within a reach between two gages. 

If there are measured or calculated data for any of the gain/loss components, they can be 
added to the equation.  For example, if measured diversions are added to the equation, then 
the calculated losses will be the combination of groundwater losses, evaporation, and other 
losses. 

It is important to note that the gain and loss calculation accounts for all of the water going into 
and out of the stream reach.  The gains and losses can be broken into individual components if 
there are data to support the disaggregation. 

Equation 1 below is the generalized equation that is used to calculate gains/losses to a river 
reach that contains a reservoir, where i is measured inflow, o is measured outflow, g is 
calculated gains, l is calculated losses, d is measured diversion, r is calculated return flows, e 
is reservoir evaporation, seep is reservoir seepage, and ∆s is the change in reservoir storage. 

 𝑖𝑖 − 𝑜𝑜 + 𝑔𝑔 − 𝑙𝑙 + 𝑑𝑑 − 𝑟𝑟 + 𝑒𝑒 + 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 =  ∆𝑠𝑠 Equation 1 
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Equation 2 below is the generalized equation that is used to calculate gains/losses to a river 
reach without a reservoir. 

 𝑖𝑖 − 𝑜𝑜 + 𝑔𝑔 − 𝑙𝑙 + 𝑑𝑑 − 𝑟𝑟 =  0 Equation 2 

The unregulated flows are then calculated by adding the gains/losses from upstream to 
downstream.  These calculations can be performed using spreadsheet or by a more 
sophisticated tool like MODSIM or RiverWare; in this case, MODSIM was used to calculate 
the gains and losses.  The underlying equations and methods are the same regardless of the 
tool that is used. 

Gains and losses in the Upper Deschutes basin have been calculated to be used as input for 
various versions of the MODSIM and RiverWare models of the basin.  The gains and losses 
are used to calculate the unregulated flows in the basin, as they are added together upstream to 
downstream.  They have been calculated at both a monthly and a daily timestep; however, the 
data sources and equations are the same for both timesteps.  Appendix A lists the equations 
and the data sources that the MODSIM model used to calculate the gains and losses for each 
model reach. 

As an illustration of the equations used in this study, the details of the Crane Prairie gain/loss 
equation are explained below in Equation 3.  The gains and losses calculated for Crane Prairie 
are the unregulated flows at the gage below the reservoir.  Because this is one of the most 
upstream points in the system for this calculation, the unregulated flows also represent the 
total inflows to the reservoir; the same is true for Crescent, Prineville, and Ochoco reservoirs.  
Although there may be measured flow data above the reservoir, they are not included in this 
equation, nor are they separated out from the total inflows to the reservoir. 
gainCRA/negCRAO = (CRA.storage[t-1]-CRA.storage[t]) + CRAO + Evap – Precip -CRASeep Equation 3 

The CRAstorage parameter is based on measured data from OWRD.  Reservoir storage data 
relies on forebay elevation measurements that are then converted to a storage value using 
tables that define the relationship between the two values.  Uncertainty in the forebay 
elevation can come from external forces that change the water surface elevation in the 
reservoir, such as wind and boats.  The CRAO parameter is measured outflow from the 
reservoir.  The Evap parameter is calculated using a relationship of reservoir elevation to 
surface area and average monthly depth of evaporation estimates for the reservoir; the total 
evaporated volume is then the surface area multiplied by the average depth of evaporation.  
Precip is similar to Evap and uses precipitation depth estimates for the reservoir.  Since Evap 
and Precip are calculated using average monthly estimates, there could be some uncertainty in 
the calculations.  CRASeep is calculated using a relationship between the storage volume in 
the reservoir and the estimated seepage from OWRD. 
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3.0 Unregulated Flows in the Upper Deschutes 
Any hydrologic dataset can be shown as a time series, where data is presented sequentially in 
time for a particular period at a particular time step.  It can also be summarized in various 
ways, most commonly using averages or statistical methods.  Summarizing data can be very 
useful in that it can demonstrate key pieces of information about the data that can be difficult 
to see in a time series.  However, it can also be misleading if the summary is not well 
understood and can lead to misconceptions about the flows in the basin.  The unregulated 
flow data are presented both in a daily and monthly time series and in representative statistical 
summaries. 

The locations where unregulated flows are calculated correspond to gage locations listed in 
Table 1.  Table 1 also shows the equations used to calculate unregulated flows with gain/loss 
data.  Note that unregulated flows are not calculated for Whychus (OWRD-14075000) 
because the gage above Sisters measures flows above any regulation. 

Table 1: Locations of unregulated flow calculations and equation to convert gain/loss into 
unregulated flows.  

Site Name OWRD Gage 
Number 

Reclamation 
Gage Name 

Flow Calculation 

Deschutes River 
below Crane Prairie 
Reservoir 

14054000 CRAO CRAOunreg = CRAOgain/loss 

Deschutes River 
below Wickiup 
Reservoir  

14056500 WICO WICOunreg = CRAOgain/loss + WICOgain/loss 

Crescent Creek 
below Crescent 
Lake 

14060000 CREO CREOunreg = CREOgain/loss 

Little Deschutes 
River near La Pine 

14063000 LAPO LAPOunreg = CREOgain/loss +LAPOgain/loss 

Deschutes River at 
Benham Falls 

14064500 BENO BENOunreg = CREOgain/loss +LAPOgain/loss 
+ CRAOgain/loss + WICOgain/loss 

Deschutes River at 
Bend 

14070500 DEBO DEBOunreg = CREOgain/loss +LAPOgain/loss 
+ CRAOgain/loss + WICOgain/loss+ 
BENOgain/loss 

Tumalo Creek 
below Tumalo Feed 
Canal 

14073520 TUMO TUMOunreg = TUMOgain/loss 
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3.1 Time Series 
Unregulated flows in the Upper Deschutes Basin have been calculated at both a monthly and a 
daily timestep depending on the needs of the study and the model.  The most current dataset 
was calculated at a daily timestep for the period of October 1980 through September 2009.  
Figure 2 through Figure 8 show the time series of the daily unregulated flows for the gage 
locations in the Upper Deschutes Basin.  Monthly average flows were calculated from the 
daily time series and are also shown on the figures.  In all of the figures, the day-to-day 
variability is larger than the monthly average variability.  This can be especially true on 
reaches with reservoirs where wind and wave activity from boats on the reservoirs can cause 
changes to the daily measured storage. 

Figure 2 shows the unregulated flows of the Deschutes River below Crane Prairie Reservoir at 
a daily (blue) and monthly average (orange) time step calculated at the outflow gage of the 
reservoir (CRAO; OWRD-14054000). The specific equation and data used to calculate the 
flows can be found in Table A-1 in Appendix A. 

The flows at Crane Prairie are a good example of calculated inflows to a reservoir, where 
activity in the river and on the reservoir plays a role in the calculation of unregulated flows.  
The unregulated flows into the reservoir are a combination of flow from upstream tributaries 
(gaged or not), springs, and overland flow.  Note that there is more variability from day-to-
day in the daily time series than in the monthly time series.  This is partly because there is 
more variability in runoff from day-to-day than can be seen in a monthly average where this 
variability can be smoothed.  It is also due to some gage error in the measurement of storage 
on the reservoir, where wind can cause more variability in storage from day-to-day than may 
actually be present. 

Figure 2: Unregulated Flows of the Deschutes River below Crane Prairie Reservoir (CRAO; 
OWRD-14054000). 

 

Figure 3 shows the unregulated flows of the Deschutes River below Wickiup Reservoir at a 
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daily (blue) and monthly average (orange) time step calculated at the outflow gage at the 
reservoir (WICO; OWRD-14056500).  The specific equation and data used to calculate the 
flows can be found in Table A-2 of Appendix A.  Again, the graph shows that the day-to-day 
variability is larger than the monthly variability. 

 
Figure 3: Unregulated flows of the Deschutes River at Wickiup Reservoir (WICO; OWRD-
14056500). 

Figure 4 shows unregulated flows of Crescent Creek below Crescent Lake at a daily (blue) 
and monthly (orange) time step calculated at the outflow gage of the reservoir (CREO; 
OWRD-14060000).  The specific equation and data used to calculate the flows can be found 
in Table A-3 of Appendix A.  Flows into Crescent Lake can be extremely small.  When 
compounded by the gage error on the reservoir, flows into the lake often appear to be 
negative.  Part of this may be due to seepage losses in the reservoir itself, which could result 
in a “negative” inflow.  However, it is more likely that the day-to-day fluctuations are a 
results of gage error, and so the day-to-day variability into Crescent Lake should be viewed 
with a degree of uncertainty.  The monthly averages give a better illustration of total inflow to 
the reservoir in this case. 

 
Figure 4: Unregulated Flows of Crescent Creek below Crescent Lake (CREO; OWRD-14060000). 
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Figure 5 shows unregulated flows of the Little Deschutes River at the La Pine gage on a daily 
(blue) and monthly (orange) time step (LAPO; OWRD-14063000).  The specific equation and 
data used to calculate the flows can be found in Table A-4 of Appendix A.  The flow at this 
gage is largely unregulated before any calculations, but the addition of unregulated flows 
from Crescent Creek changes the measured gage flow slightly. 

 
Figure 5: Unregulated flows at the Little Deschutes near La Pine gage (LAPO; OWRD-
14063000). 

Figure 6 shows unregulated flows of the Deschutes River at the Benham Falls gage (BENO; 
OWRD–14064500) on a daily (blue) and monthly (orange) time step.  The specific equation 
and data used to calculate the flows can be found in Table A-5 of Appendix A.  The flows at 
this location are a combination of the unregulated flows from Wickiup and the Little 
Deschutes; Wickiup flows dominate the flow at the Benham Falls gage. 

 
Figure 6: Unregulated flows of the Deschutes River at the Benham Falls gage (BENO; OWRD-
14064500). 
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Figure 7 shows unregulated flows of the Deschutes River at Bend (DEBO; OWRD-
14070500) on a daily (blue) and monthly (orange) time step.  The specific equation and data 
used to calculate the flows can be found in Table A-6 of Appendix A.  The flow at Benham 
Falls and Bend are similar because there are small gains and losses between the two gages. 

 
Figure 7: Unregulated flows of the Deschutes River at Bend (DEBO; OWRD-14070500). 

Figure 8 shows the unregulated flows on Tumalo Creek above any regulation.  The specific 
equation and data used to calculate the flows can be found in Table A-7 of Appendix A. 

 
Figure 8: Unregulated inflows to Tumalo Creek (TUMO; above regulation on Tumalo Creek). 

3.2 Summarized Data 
In this section, the data are presented using statistical summary hydrographs.  Summary 
hydrographs can be useful to view hydrologic data because they can quickly show key 
characteristics of the hydrograph, illustrating seasonal variation or highlighting differences 
between datasets.  However, because they are synthesized, the lines on a summary 
hydrograph are not representative of conditions as they might have occurred in any specific 
year.  For example, summary hydrographs tend to hide short-term variations in flow 
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attributable to snowmelt or precipitation. 

The summary hydrographs presented below show the daily 20 percent, 50 percent, and 80 
percent exceedance flow.  An exceedance flow is a statistical metric that expresses the 
percentage of time that the daily flow on a date was above a particular flow value.  
Accordingly, an 80 percent exceedance value expresses that 80 percent of records for that date 
in the record are above the value shown in the graph.  Eighty percent exceedance values 
express lower flows on that day. Conversely, 20 percent exceedance values express higher 
flows on that day.  Read together, exceedance values can express how data at a particular date 
vary from year to year. To be sure, exceedance data are not expressions of absolute values. 

Figure 9 shows a summary hydrograph of the unregulated flows of the Deschutes River below 
Crane Prairie Reservoir, with the 50 percent exceedance flows shown as a blue line and the 
shaded area representing the range of flows between the 20 to 80 percent exceedance values; 
the lower extent of shading represents the 80 percent exceedance and the upper extent of 
shading represents the 20 percent exceedance value. 

 
Figure 9: Summary hydrograph of unregulated flows of the Deschutes River below Crane 
Prairie Reservoir.  Blue line is 50 percent exceedance and shaded area is 20 to 80 percent. 

Figure 10 shows the summary hydrograph of the unregulated flows below Wickiup Reservoir 
with the 50 percent exceedance flows shown as a blue line and the shaded area representing 
the 20 to 80 percent exceedance. 
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Figure 10: Summary hydrograph of unregulated flows of the Deschutes River below Wickiup 
Reservoir.  Blue line is 50 percent exceedance and shaded area is 20 to 80 percent. 

Figure 11 shows the summary hydrograph of the unregulated flows of Crescent Creek below 
Crescent Lake with the 50 percent exceedance flows shown as a blue line and the shaded area 
representing the 20 to 80 percent exceedance.  This plot shows more clearly the calculated 
negative flows that resulted from the extremely small inflows coupled with the gage error on 
the reservoir. 

 
Figure 11: Summary hydrograph of unregulated flows of Crescent Creek below Crescent Lake.  
Blue line is 50 percent exceedance and shaded area is 20 to 80 percent. 

Figure 12 shows the summary hydrograph of the unregulated flows of the Little Deschutes 
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River at La Pine with the 50 percent exceedance flows shown as a blue line and the shaded 
area representing the 20 to 80 percent exceedance. 

 
Figure 12: Summary hydrograph of unregulated flows of the Little Deschutes River at La Pine.  
Blue line is 50 percent exceedance and shaded area is 20 to 80 percent. 

Figure 13 shows the summary hydrograph of the unregulated flows of the Deschutes River at 
Benham Falls with the 50 percent exceedance flows shown as a blue line and the shaded area 
representing the 20 to 80 percent exceedance. 

 
Figure 13: Summary hydrograph of unregulated flows of the Deschutes River at Benham Falls.  
Blue line is 50 percent exceedance and shaded area is 20 to 80 percent. 

Figure 14 shows the summary hydrograph of the unregulated flows at Bend with the 50 
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percent exceedance flows shown as a blue line and the shaded area representing the 20 to 80 
percent exceedance. 

 
Figure 14: Summary hydrograph of unregulated flows at Bend.  Blue line is 50 percent 
exceedance and shaded area is 20 to 80 percent. 

Figure 15 shows the summary hydrograph of the unregulated flows on Tumalo Creek below 
the Tumalo Irrigation District diversion with the 50 percent exceedance flows shown as a blue 
line and the shaded area representing the 20 to 80 percent exceedance.  The jumps between 
months are a result monthly diversion data being used in the calculation when daily data is not 
available. 

 
Figure 15: Summary hydrograph of unregulated flows on Tumalo Creek below the Tumalo 
Irrigation District diversion.  Blue line is 50 percent exceedance and shaded area is 20 to 80 
percent. 
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4.0 Discussion 
Unregulated flows are calculated from measured data.  Unregulated stream flow in the 
Deschutes Basin is often presented in the context of ecological studies where a reference to 
the natural flow condition might be desirable for river ecology.  The plots in this technical 
memorandum show that the Upper Deschutes River is a dynamic system in which weather 
conditions (seen in the day-to-day flows), seasonal trends (e.g., spring freshet) and longer-
term climate trends (seen in the year-to-year variability) cause variation in and above the 
river’s characteristic groundwater influence.  These variations in flow should be taken into 
account when considering appropriate ecological flows in the Deschutes system for two 
reasons.  First, they may express seasonal or short term dynamics that may be important to the 
function of the ecological system.  Second, they express how natural variability can influence 
water supply over time, and thus impact the feasibility of operational objectives for any 
particular purpose. 

Over the years, various numbers have been reported to describe the natural flow in the system.  
These reports, although technically valid, had very specific constraints that may have led to 
misconceptions of natural flow in the basin.  These potential misconceptions include: 

• Hand-collecting data on one day in a month or quarter and reporting it as a 
representative flow condition for the entire month or quarter.  Flow on any given day 
can be higher or lower than the representative condition primarily due to weather 
conditions, variations in seasonal runoff, or climate trends.  Measuring on a single day 
and considering it representative can misrepresent the realistic flow at that location. 

• Using average monthly or quarterly data to assume that flows will not deviate from 
those values.  As seen in the plots, day-to-day variability can be substantial. Although 
the flows average to a particular value, it can be misleading to assume that the flows 
will not deviate from these values from day-to-day. 

• Using summary hydrograph or averaged data to assume that flows in a particular 
month or on a particular day will be the same year after year.  The time series clearly 
show that there are years with higher flows and years with lower flows. 

• Assuming that historical or anecdotal reporting of the Deschutes River being a 
“steady” river implies that there is minimal or no variability in the day-to-day or year-
to-year streamflow or diversion throughout the hydrologic system.  The data in this 
technical memorandum provide additional important context. 

(Note: The content of this document was finalized October 2017; formatting for accessibility 
compliance with Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act was applied in 2019.) 
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6.0 Appendix A: Gain/Loss Calculations 
This appendix shows the specific equations and data sources that were used to calculate the 
gains and losses at points though out the Upper Deschutes basin.  This appendix includes 
more locations than are considered in the preceding report. 

Table A-1: Details of inflow to Crane Prairie (gainCRA/negCRAO) calculation. 
Node Name Data Description Data Source 

CRAO Outflows from Crane Prairie 

OWRD gage 14054000.  Missing data filled in by 
OWRD (personal communcation J. Lamarche 
2012) using statistical methods  

CRA 
Crane Prairie historical reservoir 
contents 

OWRD data.  Missing data filled in by OWRD 
(personal communcation J. Lamarche 2012) 
using statistical methods 

CRASeep Seepage from Crane Prairie 

Calculated using historical contents and the 
elevation seepage table provided by OWRD 
(personal communication J. Lamarche 2016) 

Evap Evaporation from Crane Prairie 

Calculated using historical reservoir contents, 
surface area, and monthly average evaporation 
estimates from OWRD (personal 
communication J. LaMarche 2016) 

Precip Precipitation on Crane Prairie 

Calculated using historical reservoir contents,  
surface area, and monthly average precipitation 
estimates from OWRD (personal 
communication J. LaMarche 2016)  

General Equation: gainCRA/negCRAO = (CRA.storage[t-1]-CRA.storage[t]) + CRAO + Evap – Precip - CRASeep  

Table A-2: Details of local inflow between Crane Prairie and Wickiup (gainWICnegWICO) 
calculation. 

Node Name Data Description Data Source 

CRAO_rtn Outflows from Crane Prairie 

Flow through from CRAO - OWRD gage 
14054000.  Missing data filled in by OWRD 
(personal communcation J. LaMarche 2012) 
using statistical methods 

WIC Wickiup historical reservoir contents 

OWRD data.  Missing data filled in by OWRD 
(personal communcation J. LaMarche 2012) 
using statistical methods 

WICO Outflows from Wickiup 

OWRD Gage 14056500.  Missing data filled in 
by OWRD (personal communcation J. 
Lamarche 2012) using statistical methods 

WICEvap Evaporation from Wickiup 

Calculated using historical reservoir contents, 
surface area, and monthly average evaporation 
estimates from OWRD (personal 
communication J. LaMarche 2016) 

WicPrecip Precipitation on Wickiup 

Calculated using historical reservoir contents,  
surface area, and monthly average precipitation 
estimates from OWRD (personal 
communication J. LaMarche 2016) 

General Equation: gainWIC/negWICO = (WIC.storage[t-1] - WIC.storage[t]) + WICO - CRAO_rtn + WICEvap - WicPrecip 
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Table A-3: Details of inflow to Crescent Lake (gainCRE/negCREO) calculation. 
Node Name Data Description Data Source 

CRE Crescent historical reservoir contents 

OWRD data.  Missing data filled in by OWRD 
(personal communcation J. Lamarche 2012) 
using statistical methods 

CREO Outflows from Crescent  

OWRD gage 14060000.  Missing data filled in by 
OWRD (personal communcation J. Lamarche 
2012) using statistical methods 

CreEvap Crescent Evaporation 

Calculated using historical reservoir contents, 
surface area, and monthly average evaporation 
estimates from OWRD (personal 
communication J. LaMarche 2016) 

CREprecip Crescent Precipitation 

Calculated using historical reservoir contents,  
surface area, and monthly average precipitation 
estimates from OWRD (personal 
communication J. LaMarche 2016) 

General Equation: gainCRE = (CRE.storage[t-1] - CRE.storage[t]) + CREO + CreEvap - CREprecip 

Table A-4: Details of local gain above LAPO gage (gainLAPO/negLAPO) calculation. 
Node Name Data Description Data Source 

CREO_rtn Outflows from Crescent 

Flow through from CREO - OWRD gage 
14060000.  Missing data filled in by OWRD 
(personal communcation J. Lamarche 2012) 
using statistical methods 

walker Historical walker diversions From OWRD 

LAPO Flow at LAPO gage OWRD gage 14063000.   

rtnLittleDeschutes return flows from walker diversions 

Calculated by the model using response 
functions that were developed using MODFLOW 
model of the Deschutes basin 

General Equation: gainLAPO/negLAPO = LAPO - CREO_rtn-rtnLittleDeschutes + walker  

Table A-5: Details of local gain above Benham Falls (gainBENO/negBENO) calculation. 
Node Name Data Description Data Source 

LAPO_rtn Flows at LAPO gage OWRD gage 14063000.   

rtnUpperDeschutesA 
return flows from walker, ARNO, 
CENO, lone 

Calculated by the model using response 
functions that were developed using MODFLOW 
model of the Deschutes basin 

WICO_rtn Outflows from Wickiup 

Passthrough from WICO - Gage data.  Missing 
data calculated by Jonathan LaMarche using 
statistical methods 
(wickiup_mass_balance.xlsm) 

rtnDry 

Losses from pumping at 
Bend_Mun_pumping, 
Sisters_mun_pumping, 
Bend_ag_pumping 

Calculated by the model using response 
functions that were developed using MODFLOW 
model of the Deschutes basin 

BENO Flows at the BENO gage OWRD gage 14064500 

General Equation: gainBENO/negBENO = BENO - LAPO_rtn-WICO_rtn-rtnUpperDeschutesA - rtnDry 
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Table A-6: Details of local gain between Benham Falls and Bend (gainDEBO/negDEBO) 
calculation. 

Node Name Data Description Data Source 

BENO_loss Losses between BENO and DEBO 
Calculated using equation (from OWRD 2001)- 
BENO.Flows*.03+51.245 

ARNO Historical Arnold ID canal diversions From OWRD 

CENO 
Historical Central Oregon Canal 
Diversions (COI) From OWRD 

NMCO 
Historical North Unit Main Canal 
Diversions From OWRD 

NCAO Historical North Canal Diversions From OWRD 

lone 
Historical Lone Pine ID canal 
diversions From OWRD 

SWCO Historical Swalley ID canal diversions From OWRD 

DEBO Flows at the DEBO gage below Bend OWRD gage 14070500 

TID Historical Tumalo ID Diversions From OWRD  

TIDFlowfromTC Flow from Tumalo Creek for TID 

TID receives flow from Tumalo Creek and the 
Deschutes R.  Calculated flows from Tumalo 
Creek are passed through a flow-through node 
from Tumalo Creek.  Remaining flows come 
from Deschutes R. to satisfy demand. 

BENO_rtn Flows at BENO gage 
Pass-through from BENO - Gage data 
14064500.   

blwBENO 

Losses from pumping at 
Bend_Mun_pumping, 
Sisters_mun_pumping, 
Redmond_mun_pumping, 
Bend_ag_pumping, 
Lwhychus_ag_pumping, 
PowellButte_ag_pumping, 
peninsula_ag_pumping, 
sisters_ag_pumping, 
redmond_ag_pumping  

abvDEBO 

Losses from pumping at  
Sisters_mun_pumping, 
Redmond_mun_pumping,  
Lwhychus_ag_pumping, 
PowellButte_ag_pumping, 
peninsula_ag_pumping, 
sisters_ag_pumping, 
redmond_ag_pumping  

General Equation: gainDEBO/negDEBO = DEBO + ARNO + CENO + NMCO + NCAO + lone + SWCO + TID + BENO_loss - 
BENO_rtn - TIDFlowfromTC – blwBENO - abvDEBO 

Table A-7: Details of inflow to Tumalo (gainTUMO/negTUMO) calculation.  
Node Name Data Description Data Source 

CityOfBend Historical City of Bend diversions Calculated by OWRD 

FlowThruTID Flows from Tumalo Creek for TID Calculated by OWRD 

TUMO Flows below Tumalo Feed Canal Calculated by OWRD 

General Equation: gainTUMO/negTUMO = TUMO - CityOfBend-FlowThruTID  
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Table A-8: Details of local inflow between Bend and Culver (gainCULO/negCULO) calculation. 
Node Name Data Description Data Source 

DEBOrtn Flows at the DEBO gage below Bend 
Flowthrough from DEBO - OWRD gage 
14070500 

rtnMiddleDeschutesA 

return flows from ARNO, CENO, 
NMCO, NCAO, lone, TID, Swalley, 
CityOfBend, Bend_Ag_pumping, 
Lwhychus_Ag_pumping, 
PowellButte_ag_pumping, 
Sisters_ag_pumping, , 
redmond_ag_pumping, BENO_loss 

Calculated by the model using response 
functions that were developed using 
MODFLOW model of the Deschutes basin 

rtnMiddleDeschutesB 

return flows from ARNO, CENO, 
NMCO, NCAO, lone, TID, Swalley, 
Lwhychus_Ag_pumping, 
PowellButte_ag_pumping, 
Sisters_ag_pumping, , 
redmond_ag_pumping 

Calculated by the model using response 
functions that were developed using 
MODFLOW model of the Deschutes basin 

rtnUpperDeschutesB 

return flows from walker, ARNO, 
CENO, NMCO, NCAO, Swalley, TID, 
CityOFBend, Bend_Ag_pumping, 
Lwhychus_Ag_pumping, 
PowellButte_Ag_pumping, 
Sisters_ag_pumping, 
Redmond_ag_pumping 

Calculated by the model using response 
functions that were developed using 
MODFLOW model of the Deschutes basin 

WhychusDiv Whychus canal diversions From OWRD 

nfWhychus Whychus Creek gage OWRD gage data 14075000 

CULO Flows at Culver gage OWRD gage data 14076500 

General Equation: gainCULO/negCULO = CULO - DEBOrtn - rtnMiddleDeschutesA - rtnMiddleDeschutesB-
rtnUpperDeschutesB - nfWhychus + WhychusDiv 

Table A-9: Details of inflows to Prineville (gainPRVO/negPRVO) calculation. 
Node Name Data Description Data Source 

PRV End of month contents of Prineville Reclamation Hydromet Data PRV 

PRVO Outflow from Prineville Reclamation Hydromet Data PRVO 

PRVEvap Evaporation from Prineville 

Calculated using historical reservoir contents, 
surface area, and monthly average 
evaporation estimates from OWRD (personal 
communication J. LaMarche 2016) 

PRVprecip Precipitation on Prineville 

Calculated using historical reservoir contents,  
surface area, and monthly average 
precipitation estimates from OWRD (personal 
communication J. LaMarche 2016) 

General Equation: gainPRVO/negPRVO = PRVO + (PRV.Storage[t-1]-PRV.Storage[t])+PRVEvap - PRVprecip 

Table A-10: Details of inflows to Ochoco (gainOCHO/negOCHO) calculation. 
Node Name Data Description Data Source 

OCH End of month contents of Ochoco Reclamation Hydromet Data OCH 

OCHO Outflow from Ochoco Reclamation Hydromet Data OCHO 

OCHevap Evaporation from Ochoco 

Calculated using historical reservoir contents, 
surface area, and monthly average 
evaporation estimates from OWRD (personal 
communication J. LaMarche 2016) 
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Node Name Data Description Data Source 

OCHPrecip Precipitation on Ochoco 

Calculated using historical reservoir contents,  
surface area, and monthly average 
precipitation estimates from OWRD (personal 
communication J. LaMarche 2016) 

General Equation: gainOCHO/negOCHO = OCHO + (OCH.Storage[t-1]-OCH.Storage[t])+OCHEvap - OCHPrecip 

Table A-11: Details of local gains to Crooked River (gainCROO/negCROO) calculation. 
Node Name Data Description Data Source 

PRVO_rtn Outflow from Prineville Reclamation Hydromet data PRVO 

blwPeoples 

losses from pumping at 
Sisters_mun_pumping, 
Redmond_mun_pumping, 
Lwhychus_ag_pumping, 
PowellButte_ag_pumping, 
sisters_ag_pumping, 
redmond_ag_pumping 

Calculated by the model using response 
functions that were developed using 
MODFLOW model of the Deschutes basin 

abvOpal 

losses from pumping at 
Bend_Mun_pumping, 
Sisters_mun_pumping, 
Redmond_mun_pumping, 
Bend_ag_pumping, 
Lwhychus_ag_pumping, 
PowellButte_ag_pumping, 
peninsula_ag_pumping, 
sisters_ag_pumping, 
redmond_ag_pumping 

Calculated by the model using response 
functions that were developed using 
MODFLOW model of the Deschutes basin 

rtnCrookedRiverB 

return flows from ARNO, CENO, 
NMCO, NCAO, lone, TID, Swalley, 
CrookedRFDist, OchochRFDist, 
Lwhychus_Ag_pumping, 
PowellButte_ag_pumping, 
Madras_ag_pumping, 
penninsula_ag_pumping, 
Sisters_ag_pumping, 
redmond_ag_pumping, BENO_loss 

Calculated by the model using response 
functions that were developed using 
MODFLOW model of the Deschutes basin 

rtnCrookedRiverA 

return flows from walker, ARNO, 
CENO, NMCO, NCAO, lone, TID, 
Swalley,  CrookedRFDist, 
OchochRFDist,  
Lwhychus_Ag_pumping, 
PowellButte_ag_pumping, 
Madras_ag_pumping, 
penninsula_ag_pumping, 
Sisters_ag_pumping, 
redmond_ag_pumping 

Calculated by the model using response 
functions that were developed using 
MODFLOW model of the Deschutes basin 

NUID Historical NUID pump data   

CRFeed 

Estimated historical diversions for 
RBCrookedR and Crooked R Feed 
Canal to Siphon also CRFeed1 

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

tailFeed 
Estimated historical diversions for 
tail of Crooked R Feed Canal  

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

CRFeed1 see CRFeed 

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 
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Node Name Data Description Data Source 

RBDist 

Estimated historical diversion for RB 
Distribution Canal (Crooked R Feed 
Canal) from Siphon Crossing of 
Ochoco Crk to Relift  

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

LBDist1 

Estimated historical diversion for LB 
Distribution Canal (Crooked R Feed 
Canal) from Siphon Crossing of 
Ochoco Crk to McKay Crk and RB of 
RyeGrass Canal to McKay Crk  

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

LBOchCr1 

Estimated historical diversion for LB 
Ochoco Crk from Ochoco Main 
Canal to Siphon Crossing of the 
Crooked R Feed Canal  

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

OchMain1 

Estimated historical diversion for RB 
Ochoco Crk to Siphon Crossing of 
the Crooked R Feed Canal 
(Distribution Canal) and Ochoco 
Main Canal from the Reservoir to the 
Relift from the Distribution Canal  

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

OchMain2 

Estimated historical diversion for RB 
Ochoco Main Canal from Relift to 
Tail  

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

OchMain3 

Estimated historical diversion for 
Ochoco Main Canal blw Relift to 
McKay Crk and RB Distribution 
Canal from Relift to McKay Crk 

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

OchMain4 

Estimated historical diversion for LB 
Ochoco Main Canal from McKay Crk 
to tail and RB Distribution Canal from 
MacKay Crk to tail at Lytle Crk  

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

LBOchCr2 
Estimated historical diversion for LB 
Ochoco Crk blw Siphon Crossing  

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

LBRye1 

Estimated historical diversion for LB 
RyeGrass Canal from Ochoco Crk to 
Tail and RB Crooked R to RyeGrass 
tail  

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

LBRye2 

Estimated historical diversion for LB 
RyeGrass Canal from Ochoco Crk to 
Tail and RB Crooked R to RyeGrass 
tail  

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

LBDist2 

Estimated historical diversion for LB 
Disstribution Canal from McKay Crk 
to tail at Lytle Crk and RB RyeGrass 
Canal from McKay Crk to Lytle Crk  

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

RBCrookR 
Estimated historical RBCrookR 
diversions 

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

LowLine 
Estimated historical LowLine 
diversions 

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

Central 
Estimated historical Central 
diversions 

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

Peoples 
Estimated historical Peoples 
diversions 

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 
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Node Name Data Description Data Source 

RiceB 
Estimated historical RiceB 
diversions 

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

OCHO_rtn 
Flows at the gage below Ochoco 
reservoir Reclamation Hydromet data OCHO 

UpperCrooked 
Estimated historical Upper crooked 
diversions 

Calculated using estimated crop acreage and 
depth of water for each hydrologic state (wet, 
average, dry) 

blwOpal Flows at gage below Opal Springs 
OWRD gage data 14087400 
 

General Equation: gainCROO/negCROO = blwOpal - PRVO_rtn-blwPeoples-abvOpal - rtnCrookedRiverB - 
rtnCrookedRIverA + NUID + RBCrookR + LowLine + Central + Peoples + RiceB + CRFeedCanal + UpperCrooked + 
tailFeed + CRFeed + CRFeed1 +RBDist +LBDist1 + LBDist2 + LBOchCr1 + LBOchCr2 + LBRye1 + LBRye2 + OchMain1 + 
OchMain2 + OchMain3 + OchMain4 - OCHO_rtn 

Table A-12: Details of local gain above Lake Billy Chinook (gainMadras/negMadras) calculation. 
Node Name Data Description Data Source 

blwConfluence 

losses from pumping at 
Redmond_mun_pumping,  
Lwhychus_ag_pumping, 
PowellButte_ag_pumping, 
peninsula_ag_pumping, 
sisters_ag_pumping, 
redmond_ag_pumping 

Calculated by the model using response 
functions that were developed using 
MODFLOW model of the Deschutes basin 

blwOpal_rtn 
Flows at the Crooked River below 
Opal Springs 

Flowthrough from blwOpal- OWRD gage 
14087400 

DCCO_rtn 
Flows at the Deschutes River at 
Culver 

Flowthrough from DCCO- OWRD gage 
14076500 

rtnConfluence 

return flow  from ARNO, CENO, 
NMCO, NCAO, lone, TID, 
Lwhychus_Ag_pumping, 
PowellButte_ag_pumping,Madras_a
g_pumping, 
penninsula_ag_pumping, 
Sisters_ag_pumping, , 
redmond_ag_pumping 

Calculated by the model using response 
functions that were developed using 
MODFLOW model of the Deschutes basin 

gainMetolius Flow at the Metolius gage 

OWRD gage 14091500, also some pumping 
losses from Lwhychus_ag_pumping, 
sisters_ag_pumping and return flows from 
NMCO, NCAO, lone, TID,  CrookedRFDist,  
Lwhychus_Ag_pumping 

Madras 
Flow at the Deschutes gage at 
Madras OWRD gage 14092500 

LBC estimated reservoir contents   

General Equation: gainMadras/negMadras = Madras – blwOpal_rtn – DCCO_rtn-rtnConfluence - rtnConfluence-
gainMetolius + (LBC.storage[t-1] - LBC.storage[t]) 
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